Zine Technique Samples

Single Page Zine

Needed:
8.5 x 11 paper or 11x17 paper
This simple zine can be made using either a standard or larger paper size. Created on one side of the sheet, it is then folded according to the diagram below to form a small book.

![Diagram of Single Page Zine]

Magpie Zines

Needed:
discarded book or magazine pages
Booklet or long arm stapler
Trimmer
Perfect to utilize pages from discarded materials, begin by selecting pages to go together. Once you have the desired stack, fold in the middle creating a small booklet. Interesting content juxtapositions are always fun - recipe books and fashion magazines, math books and art books. If the edges are ragged or the pages varying in size, trim them down to a standard size, then staple.

**Saddle Stapled Zine**

**Needed:**
- Doublesided printer or copier
- booklet or long arm stapler
- book binding supplies

This is most effective for longer zines and chapbooks, including those which have been created using Word or MS Publisher (or similar programs). It helps if your printer creates docs in Booklet format or turning pages over manually to create a double-sided document which can then be covered in cardstock, folded and stapled or thread-bound.